Recovering America's Wildlife Act
Good for Missouri's wildlife, economy, and people

Our natural world provides innumerable benefits to human health, well-being, and economic prosperity. As wildlife and their
habitats disappear, those benefits are compromised. Across the country, experts have identified more than 12,000 Species of
Greatest Conservation Need. Unfortunately, we lack a dedicated funding stream to conserve our nation's biodiversity and help
prevent thousands of vulnerable species from becoming endangered.
The Recovering America’s Wildlife Act would be the most significant investment in wildlife conservation in a generation—
it would fund proactive, voluntary efforts to address the nation’s wildlife crisis. Passage of the Act would stimulate our
economy, create more outdoor recreation opportunities, and conserve our natural heritage for future generations.
In FY2019, Missouri received $1,017,789 in State and Tribal Wildlife Grant funding which enabled headway on several priority
species. However, with current funding at less than 5% of what's needed to implement State Wildlife Action Plans, state
wildlife agencies and their partners struggle to keep up with species in decline—to understand all of their unique needs and
implement the broad-scale conservation work necessary to stabilize populations.
The following are just a few examples of what Missouri could achieve with passage of the Recovering America's Wildlife Act.
For just these three projects, the estimated budget is close to the entire annual State and Tribal Wildlife Grant funding
apportionment. At-risk grassland birds, butterflies, and plants would be helped through these examples, but many of
Missouri's 683 Species of Greatest Conservation Need may not be so fortunate without adequate funding.
Recovering America's Wildlife Act would reap benefits tenfold by helping to prevent future endangered species listings,
creating new jobs, investing in our natural infrastructure, and protecting important wildlife services—such as pollination and
water filtration. This legislation would boost our outdoor recreation economy, which depends on healthy fish and wildlife
populations. It would ensure more wildlife viewing opportunities, which directly contributes to millions of jobs and billions in
annual consumer spending. With passage of the Act, we could start implementing these projects right away.

Project Spotlight: Increasing a strategic, tiered approach to landscape conservation
Conservation benefits: Restoring natural, working landscapes in
Conservation Opportunity Areas requires working with partners to find
novel solutions to restore habitat, achieve quality of life, and meet
economic needs. Missouri’s Comprehensive Conservation Strategy
combines our State Wildlife Action Plan, State Forest Action Plan and
other conservation priorities and identifies landscapes vital to
sustaining fish and wildlife diversity in a tiered priority approach. Tier 1
landscapes have interdisciplinary and partner teams who proactively
set strategic goals and desired future conditions, work with public and
private landowners to manage habitats and species, and monitor
outcomes to assess success. With additional funding, landscapes will
be moved from Tier 2 to Tier 1 so overall goals are accomplished
more quickly and efficiently.
Partners: MDC, Land management state & federal agencies and NGOs,
universities, private landowners, NRCS; MU Extension, NGOs
Economic Impact: Jobs for students and staff at local universities and
institutions and NGOs; cost savings for agencies in prioritizing
conservation actions strategically based on current data
Congressional District: Statewide
Estimated Budget: ~ $500,000 per year per additional landscape
(public land management, partner land management, monitoring,
landowner incentives, marketing)

Tiers 1 & 2 = 13.3% of the state
Most of the Missouri Department of Conservation
resources for natural community and habitat
management is focused on these top two tiers.

Project Spotlight:
Public Use Opportunity Areas
as Tiered Priorities for
Nature-Based Recreation

Conservation Benefits: Prioritizing our public use work will
allow us to become more effective and efficient at providing
quality experiences and meeting our goals of reaching broader,
more diverse audiences to connect Missourians with nature
through recreational opportunities. Based on the process to
develop Conservation Opportunity Areas, we propose to use
stakeholder priorities, objective criteria, and geospatial data to
define Public Use Opportunity Areas that describe Missouri
priorities for various nature-related recreation. These will result
in tiered priorities for focused recreational opportunities and
free up resources in non-priority areas for other work.
Identifying and engaging stakeholders who are key to
recreational activities that increase our relevancy as well as
target underserved constituents will be key.
Partners: MDC, Agencies and NGOs involved with nature-related
recreation of many types, including hunting, angling, hiking,
canoeing/kayaking, photography, birdwatching, and many others
Economic Impact: Strategic planning now; implementation =
local jobs in infrastructure construction and habitat
management; ecotourism; outreach interpretation
Congressional District: Statewide
Estimated Budget: $200,000

Conservation Benefits: Updated information on existing
habitats and their condition as well as rare species depending
on them is crucial to conservation planning and prioritizing
work. This work will provide a current foundational data set
that will update the Missouri Natural Heritage Database. The
original Missouri Natural Features Inventory (1981-2001) is
outdated in most regions. This project will provide current data
on the location and status of species and natural communities
of greatest conservation need. These data are needed to
support planning conservation priorities, restoration and
management on both private and public lands in targeted
geographies.
Partners: MDC, Mark Twain National Forest, MO Department of
Natural Resources, Ozark National Scenic Riverways, The
Nature Conservancy, U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, MO Botanical
Garden, universities, and private landowners and conservation
NGOs (such as the L-A-D Foundation)
Economic & Societal Impact: Jobs for students and staff at
local universities and institutions and NGOs; cost savings for
agencies in prioritizing conservation actions strategically based
on current data
Congressional District: Statewide
Estimated Budget: $350,000 per year for a four-year project
(total cost $1.4 million)

Project Spotlight:
Natural Features Inventory in
Priority Geographies and other
Conservation Opportunities Areas

